WE DO MAINTENANCE YOU DO BUSINESS
FROM CHANGING LIGHT BULBS TO DISASTER MANAGEMENT, WE GOT THIS.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY AND GET THE BEST CARE FOR YOUR PROPERTIES.

24/7/365 Nationwide Emergency Services: Our employees will work to resolve any facility issue anytime, anywhere.

A Team of Industry Experts: Our trained coordinators are dedicated to managing all aspects of your facility’s maintenance so your team can focus on what you do best.

Extensive Network of Prescreened Contractors: We evaluate every contractor on every job to ensure that we are always providing you with the most appropriate technicians.

CONVENIENTLY TRACK REPAIRS WITH OUR ONLINE SERVICE.

Online Customer Portal: Manage location budgets, review service requests, and evaluate maintenance expense data.

Online Work Orders and Invoice Management: Connect service request, site photos, communications, and invoices through a single job number.

Simple, Direct Billing: We manage contractor services and provide simple payment processing through a single vendor with flexible term options.

- Electrical
- Plumbing
- HVAC
- Roofing
- General Repairs
- Doors and Windows
- Flooring
- Paint/Drywall
- Millwork
- Facility Improvements

A+ Rating with the Better Business Bureau

30 Years Strong
100% Employee Owned

Warehouse1®

HUBZone Certified

Historically Underutilized Business Zone

GSA Schedule Contract GS-07F-0192W

888.531.0740 | gov@whl.com
**QUICK SHIP PALLET RACK**

New Teardrop Uprights In Stock
- 24"D x 96"H, 42"D x 120"H, 42"D x 144"H, 42"D x 192"H,
- 42"D x 240"H, 48"D x 144"H, 48"D x 192"H

New Teardrop Beams In Stock
- 48"L - 6000 lbs., 96"L - 5000 lbs., 108"L - 5000 lbs.,
- 120"L - 5000 lbs., 144"L - 7000 lbs.

New Wire Decking In Stock
- 24"D x 46"W, 36"D x 46"W, 42"D x 46"W, 42"D x 58"W,
- 44"D x 46"W, 48"D x 46"W, 48"D x 58"W

Pallet Rack Accessories In Stock
- Column Guards
- End of Aisle Guards
- M-Dividers
- Pallet Supports
- Row Spacers
- J-Locks

New Teardrop Uprights

New Teardrop Beams

New Wire Decking
Drive-in Rack
High Density Last In, First out Management System

Increased Storage Density
Drive-In pallet rack systems are a cost effective solution to high-density storage needs.

Pushback Rack
High Density Last In, First Out per lane Management System

Push Back Pallet Rack uses a dynamic cart-on-rail system in which deeper pallet loads automatically advance to the aisle when the front pallet load is retrieved.

Pallet Flow Rack
High Density First In, First Out Management System

Pallet Flow Rack Systems are ideal for supplying pallet or carton loads of common SKUs in sorting and distribution operations. Gravity flow pallet racks act like a conveyor within a rack structure.

High Density Storage / Freezer Rack Applications
Pallet Rack Accessories

- End of Aisle Protectors
- Floor Mount Column Guards
- Bolt-On Column Guards
- Guide Rail
- Back Stop Bars
- M Dividers
- Safety Netting
- Safety Wire
- Rack Backs
- Security Wire
- Cages
- WH1 Max-Capacity Labels

Maximum Permissible Loads: 5,000 lbs.

Note: Maximum load is uniformly distributed per level.
Wire Decking
• Promotes safety
• Easy installation & maintenance
• Improves air circulation
• Increases overhead sprinkler effectiveness
• Meets fire code standards

Common wire deck sizes:
• Depth: 24" to 72"
• Width: 46" to 58"
• 3-4 support channels per deck configuration

Wire Decking Style Options

- Waterfall Style
- Drop-In Style
- Universal Style

Other Decking Options

- Solid Decking
- Smooth Decking
- Cantilever Decking
Gravity flow rack, also known as carton or case flow rack, is a great solution for creating the most efficient system for stocking and picking.

**Carton Flow**

Single row carton flow racking, loaded from the rear, allows for automatic first in, first out inventory flow.

**Roller Track**

Roller track easily installs on your existing pallet rack, converting static pallet storage into a high capacity flow system.

**Flex Track**

Flex track carton flow bed systems are compatible with all existing flow rack systems with step or structural pallet rack beams.
Cantilever Rack In Stock

Provide flexible storage and easy access to your non-pallet-sized material such as lumber, pipe, tubing, steel bars and furniture. The absence of a front column makes these racks faster and easier to load and unload with forklifts than selective pallet racks, lowering your handling time and costs.

Cantilever Rack / Pipe Rack / Lumber Rack

Structural Cantilever Rack
Structural cantilever racking is made from thick-gauged structural steel which makes it very resistant to damage, and gives it heavy-duty capacities.

Roll-Formed Cantilever Rack
Roll formed cantilever racking can be a more cost effective solution especially if you are storing long lightweight material such as plastic pipe.
Mobile Aisle Shelving
Mobile aisle shelving allows you to maximize the use of floor space for hand picking applications in office or warehouse settings. Custom designed to meet your needs.

Mobile Aisle with Pallet Rack
Mobile manual or automated solution to utilize every square foot of space in your warehouse. Custom designed to meet your needs. Custom designed to meet your needs.

Mobile Aisle with Modular Cabinets
Store small to medium items in a well-organized fashion. Ideal for applications such as airplane/automotive parts storage and evidence lockers. Custom designed to meet your needs.
Gear Rapid Sanitizing Systems
Destroy viruses and bacteria using ozone. The ozonation process has no harmful residuals and it has a short contact time (10 to 30 minutes).

Security Cages
Security cages allow you to limit entry to important locations and inventory in your warehouse.

Hazmat Storage
Hazmat buildings are a safe way to separately store hazardous materials and chemicals in your facility.

Wire Partitions
Wire partitions allow for the separation of areas that need to be differentiated in a warehouse.

Spill Containment Pallets
Corrosion resistant pallets designed for the safe storage of chemicals and hazardous materials.

Weapons Racks
Modular weapons racks are designed for ever-changing weapon requirements and specifications. Their unique design and features provide maximum security and ease of use.

TA-50 Lockers
Store and secure assets in regulation in TA-50 lockers.

Munitions Racks, Maintenance & Storage Stands
Weapons and products-specific tool kits tailored to meet the needs of aircraft operators, weapons maintenance, and ground support maintenance.
Modular Buildings offer the space you need, where you need it, at an economical price.

- Modular Buildings
- In-Plant Offices
- Custom Containers - Medical, Detention, Office
- Cleanrooms
- Guard Buildings
- Blast & Ballistic Enclosures
- SCIF Buildings
Conveyors transport materials & products, which can increase facility efficiency & safety

**463L Pallet Conveyor Systems**
463L pallet conveyors are often configured utilizing two or more heavy duty conveyor rails, roller conveyors, or ball transfer conveyors. This system typically stores and transfers loaded 463L pallets in a facility or aircraft, allowing personnel to push these pallets into, through, and out of the system.

**Gravity Conveyors**
Gravity conveyors generally use either rollers or skate wheels to harness the power of gravity to assist in the travel of containers even when there is no power source around.

**Gravity Flex Conveyors**
Gravity flex conveyors contract and expand to provide easy transportation and compact storage. They’re also ideal for loading and unloading in multiple locations.

**Baggage Carousels/Conveyors**
Baggage carousels deliver checked luggage typically to airport passengers at the baggage reclaim area at their final destination. Inbound conveyor delivers baggage to the customer. Outbound conveyor takes baggage to a secure loading/examination area.

**Powered Conveyors**
Powered conveyors are used primarily in material handling applications that require the powered conveyance of a product. Various drive types include belts, chains/sprockets, and motorized rollers.
Mezzanines create additional storage space & avoid costly facility expansion or relocation.

Free-standing Mezzanines

Multi-level Mezzanines

2-Story Catwalk System & Fire Suppression

Mini Cabinet Mezzanines

Shelving Supported Mezzanines

Mezzanine Lifts
Vertical Lift Moduals
Vertical Lift Modules provide flexible, high density material handling solutions that can save up to 85% floor space and increase productivity through automated delivery. Ideal for an inventory of products with large variances in size.

Horizontal and Vertical Carousels
Keep your parts organized, secure and clean with a minimum floor space footprint and maximum versatility. Ideal for applications with small to medium sized parts and a wide variety of SKU's.

Heavy Duty Applications
Gain the floor space saving benefits of Vertical Carousels for your heavy duty applications such as wire, chains, and tires.
Automated Vending Machines
Provide parts and tools with unlimited SKUs and modular configurations. Capable of storing and providing items of all shapes and sizes while automatically tracking inventory and users.

Tire Carousels
Replace rows of tire rack with a single vertical unit that requires a fraction of the floor space. Automated retrieval reduces pick times and increases productivity.

Mobile Racking Systems
The mobile pallet racking units are installed over guided bases that slide laterally, eliminating the need for multiple fixed aisles. With mobile racking and shelving, the aisles open up only when the operator requests access. The motorized mobile bases are electronically-powered and are guided by rails in the floor.
Dock Boards
Dock boards are a heavy duty solution to bridging the gap between loading docks and trailers. These boards are designed for use with forklifts and other motorized lift equipment.

Dock Plates
Dock plates help to bridge the gaps between your loading docks and trailers. These aluminum or steel plates are light duty and meant for use with hand trucks and pallet jacks.

Edge-Of-Dock Levelers
Edge-of-dock levelers help correct height differences between trailers and loading docks when a pit mounted leveler was not included in the original design.

Self-Dumping Hoppers
Self-dumping hoppers assist with your handling problems by safely dumping bulk inventory. Hoppers attach to forklifts and can handle wet or dry capacities from 2,000 lbs. and up. Sizes range from ¼ Yard to 5 Yards.

Bollards
Bollards and posts help property and people avoid costly damage. They are ideal for electrical stations, corners, dock doors and in-plant offices.

Guard Railing
Guard railing is used to protect inventory, material and personnel from injury or damage by pallet jacks, forklifts and other equipment. Guard railing comes in a wide variety of styles and sizes.

Yard Ramps
Yard ramps facilitate traffic between the ground & a trailer or dock. Yard ramps, loading ramps & portable loading docks are available in stationary & portable models.
Rolling Ladders
Improve your order picking and maintenance processes with rolling ladders, designed to roll from pick to pick and equipped with slip-resistant tread.

Docking System Platforms
Docking systems are tailored to each application based on the type of work being performed, and the aircraft being accessed.

Crossovers
Crossover platforms allow personnel to safely walk over an obstacle or hazardous area instead of having to go around or through it.

Engine Access Stands
Engine access stands are engineered to provide safe access to all types of aircraft engine configurations.

Phase Maintenance Stands
Phase maintenance platforms are designed and manufactured to the highest specifications to cover all areas of aircraft maintenance on fixed wing and rotorcraft aircraft.

Wing Access Platforms
Wing access stands provide safe access to all types of aircraft wing applications.
CONTAINERS, CARTS, & CABINETS

Bins
Storage bins will help optimize your parts storage space.

Wire Baskets
Store and transport your bulk materials in sturdy, light-weight wire mesh baskets. The wire mesh material does not accumulate dust or debris and allows air and light to flow through.

Totes
Nestable and stackable storage containers are ideal for storing a wide variety of products. Totes are plastic tubs of various sizes that can match your specific needs.

Picking and Platform Carts
Carts allow you to easily handle and pick your materials and products. These wheeled devices let you to move items within your facility and can be equipped with trays, bins and drawers for transporting items.

Bulk Boxes
Collapsible storage containers allow for easy storage and shipping. Most Bulk Boxes have an access door to allow product picking or viewing when in use.

Modular Drawer Cabinets
Modular drawer cabinets allow you to easily access small items such as tools, hardware and loose parts.
**Workbenches/stations** provide infinite options to meet your needs. Utilize basic leg stands or incorporate modular cabinets for added file/parts storage. Multiple custom add-ons available.
PROJECT MANAGERS
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Past Projects

• Department of Homeland Security – Missouri
• National Archives & Records Administration
• Robins Air Force Base – Georgia
• Luke Air Force Base – Arizona
• Fairchild Air Force Base – Washington
• Naval Station Rota – Cádiz, Spain
• State of Florida – Hurricane Preparation
• George W. Bush Presidential Library -Texas
• Hickam Air Force Base – Hawaii
• Elgin Air Force Base – Florida
• Misawa Air Force Base – Japan
• Moffett Air Force Base – California
• Spangdahlem Air Force Base – Germany
• Dyess Air Force Base – Texas
• Laughlin Air Force Base – Texas
• Andersen Air Force Base – Guam
• South Dakota Air National Guard –SD

• Tinker Air Force Base – Oklahoma
• Rhode Island Air National Guard – RI
• Hill AFB – Utah
• Vermont Air National Guard – Vermont
• Nellis AFB – Nevada
• Naval Air Station – New Orleans
• Dover AFB – Delaware
• Andrews AFB – Maryland
• Fort Sam Houston – Texas
• McEntire AFB – South Carolina
• Maxwell AFB – Alabama
• Kirtland AFB – New Mexico
• Barnes AFB – Massachusetts
• Cannon AFB – New Mexico
• Lackland AFB – Texas
• Davis Monthan AFB – Arizona
• Warren AFB – Wyoming
Warehouse1 was established in 1988 to provide storage solutions, material, and construction services to a broad range of industries and government clients. Based in Kansas City, our company is a 100% Employee Owned, HUBZone Certified Small Business. As a Class "A" General Contractor, Warehouse1 provides integrated construction solutions to clients around the world through an experienced professional staff and a network of highly trained specialists.

Warehouse1 customizes solutions that best suit your objectives. These solutions include layout, design, engineering, project management, logistics, materials, and implementation services. Utilizing our technical knowledge and expertise, Warehouse1 integrate multiple manufacturers and subcontractors into successful projects while keeping costs in check and projects on schedule.